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Open High Low Close % Cng OI

Gold 28770 28799 28675 28690 -0.27 4679
Silver 38708 38830 38430 38481 -0.62 16328

Alum. 120.95 121.15 120.1 120.25 -0.37 2468
Copper 367.1 368 364.3 365.45 -0.44 16285
Lead 135.35 136.2 134.6 135.35 -0.11 1929
Nickel 574 578.7 573.7 574.7 0.23 40908
Zinc 163 163.65 161.6 162.3 0.22 4221

Crude 2877 2899 2871 2879 0.07 19665
Nat. Gas 197.9 199.1 195.6 195.9 -0.86 4809

Cardamom 995 1031.5 990 1030.3 3.87 627
Turmeric 5712 5786 5702 5772 1.37 15360

Jeera 18730 19080 18660 18965 1.31 12828
Dhaniya 5000 5120 4940 5062 1.59 43780

Wheat 1625 1640 1623 1627 0.37 24080

Soyabean 2808 2817 2771 2800 0.18 89960
Ref. Oil 638.8 640 634.5 637.25 0.02 50500
CPO 492 493.6 490.1 490.6 0.00 5165
RMSeed 3600 3608 3566 3595 0.11 71520
Menthol 935.7 935.7 921.2 922.8 -0.53 2012
Cotton 19870 20340 19820 20180 1.56 3544

USDINR 64.72 64.84 64.49 64.51 -0.13 901234
EURINR 72.23 72.32 72.12 72.14 0.00 63735
GBPINR 82.71 82.83 82.38 82.45 -0.04 39293
JPYINR 58.55 58.55 57.95 57.99 -1.36 20364

Market Round upPrecious Metals

Gold prices dropped and ended the week with weakness in the wake of signals from the Federal Reserve for another 
increase to interest rates this year. 

Base Metal
Silver prices dropped as safe haven demand remained subdued, despite a pair of disappointing U.S. economic 
reports raising concerns about economy.

Crude oil settled flat as investors continued to doubt whether OPEC and its allies’ global pact to curb production 
would stem the glut in supply amid rising U.S. output. 

Natural gas prices dropped as forecasts for below-normal temperatures across most parts of the U.S. over the next 
two weeks weighed.

Ref soyoil ended with flat on oversupply woes following robust import data.Cereals

Mentha oil prices fall as arrivals of the new crop, have started in the key wholesale markets of Sambhal and 
Chandausi in Uttar Pradesh.Oil and Oilseeds & Others

Soyabean gains tracking firmness in spot demand despite of forecast of rains in soybean growing area in coming 
week.

Energy Copper prices ended with losses as markets priced in a higher U.S. interest rate environment that would support the 
dollar. 

Zinc gained tracking rise in LME prices up by 0.8 percent at $2,525 a tonne as steel prices lent support.

Nickel prices gained as support seen after LME Nickel rose 1.2 percent to $8,960 amid rise in steel prices.Spices

1

Turmeric prices ended with gains as the physical demand is rising and market arrivals are diminishing.Currency

Jeera prices ended with gains on anticipation of good physical demand.
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TRADING IDEA

OPEN 28770 SUP-2 28597 Gold trading range for the day is 28597-28845.

HIGH 28799 SUP-1 28643

LOW 28675 P.P. 28721

MCX Gold Aug 2017

CLOSE 28690 RES-1 28767 Asia gold demand ticked up as global prices came off seven-month highs, while Indian 
buyers stayed on the sidelines waiting for further price drops.

% CNG -0.27 RES-2 28845 SELL GOLD AUG 2017 @ 28800 SL 28950 TGT 28680-28550.MCX

HIGH 38830 SUP-1 38330

LOW 38430 P.P. 38580

Gold on MCX settled down -0.27% at 28690 in the wake of signals from the Federal Reserve for another increase to interest rates this year. Downbeat U.S. data, with construction for new houses down in May and a June drop
in consumer sentiment, and optimism for China’s economy after a round of monetary stimulus from its central bank, underpinned prices as well. Bullion is sensitive to higher interest rates because they push bond yields
higher, increasing the opportunity cost of holding non-yielding gold, and tend to boost the dollar. Asia gold demand ticked up as global prices came off seven-month highs, while Indian buyers stayed on the sidelines waiting
for further price drops in the absence of fresh triggers to stoke purchases. Demand in top consumer China increased marginally, with premiums rising to $8-$10 per ounce this week, against $4-$6 per ounce the week before.
In India, gold demand has fallen as the wedding season is nearly over and farmers are busy in the sowing of summer-sown crops. Dealers in India were offering a discount of up to $3.00 an ounce this week over official
domestic prices, slightly lower than the $3.50 discount offered last week, the widest in more than five months. India's gold imports in May surged four-fold from a year ago to 103 tonnes as jewellers increased purchases to
replenish inventory and stock up ahead of a new national sales tax, provisional data from consultancy GFMS showed. Technically market is under fresh selling as market has witnessed gain in open interest by 2.47% to
settled at 4679 while prices down -78 rupees, now Gold is getting support at 28643 and below same could see a test of 28597 level, And resistance is now likely to be seen at 28767, a move above could see prices testing
28845.

MCX Silver Jul 2017 TRADING IDEA

OPEN 38708 SUP-2 38180 Silver trading range for the day is 38180-38980.

Fed’s Yellen and her colleagues laid out a plan to shrink the central bank’s massive $4.5 
trillion balance sheet, one of its economy-spurring tools, starting this year.

Silver prices dropped as safe haven demand remained subdued, despite a pair of 
disappointing U.S. economic reports raising concerns about economy.
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CLOSE 38481 RES-1 38730

% CNG -0.62 RES-2 38980

Silver on MCX settled down -0.62% at 38481 as safe haven demand remained subdued, despite a pair of disappointing U.S. economic reports raising concerns about the outlook of U.S. economic growth in the second
quarter. The number of Americans filing for unemployment benefits fell more than expected last week, pointing to shrinking labor market slack that could allow the Federal Reserve to raise interest rates again this year
despite moderate inflation growth. U.S. homebuilding fell for a third straight month in May to the lowest level in eight months, suggesting that subdued housing activity could dent economic growth in the second quarter.
Housing starts dropped 5.5% to a seasonally adjusted annual rate of 1.09 million units, the Commerce Department said, well below forecasts of a 4.1% increase. In a separate report the University of Michigan said its
consumer sentiment gauged fell to 94.5 in early June from 91.1 in May. Prices struggled, however, to capitalize on the slump in the dollar as investor sentiment on the precious metal remained negative, after the Federal
Reserve on Wednesday signaled that an additional rate hike may be appropriate. Earlier this week, Fed Chairwoman Janet Yellen and her colleagues laid out a plan to shrink the central bank’s massive $4.5 trillion balance
sheet, one of its economy-spurring tools, starting this year, as they also raised a key U.S. interest rate. Technically market is under fresh selling as market has witnessed gain in open interest by 1.4% to settled at 16328
while prices down -240 rupees, now Silver is getting support at 38330 and below same could see a test of 38180 level, And resistance is now likely to be seen at 38730, a move above could see prices testing 38980.

SELL SILVER JUL 2017 @ 38700 SL 39000 TGT 38550-38240.MCX

The number of Americans filing for unemployment benefits fell more than expected last 
week, pointing to shrinking labor market.
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Downbeat U.S. data, with construction for new houses down in May and a June drop in 
consumer sentiment, underpinned prices as well.

Gold prices dropped and ended the week with weakness in the wake of signals from the 
Federal Reserve for another increase to interest rates this year. 



MCX Crudeoil Jun 2017 TRADING IDEA

OPEN 2877 SUP-2 2855 Crudeoil trading range for the day is 2855-2911.

Oilfield services firm Baker Hughes reported that the number of U.S. oil drilling rigs in 
operation rose by 6 to 747 in the week to June 16.

HIGH 2899 SUP-1 2867

LOW 2871 P.P. 2883

Crude oil settled flat as investors continued to doubt whether OPEC and its allies’ global 
pact to curb production would stem the glut in supply amid rising U.S. output. 

CLOSE 2879 RES-1 2895 OPEC said that output from the group rose by 336,000 bpd in May to 32.14m bpd while 
the IEA said it expects production to grow by 700,000 bpd this year.

% CNG 0.07 RES-2 2911 SELL CRUDEOIL JUN 2017 @ 2920 SL 2960 TGT 2870-2820.MCX

HIGH 368.0 SUP-1 363.8

LOW 364.3 P.P. 365.9

Crude oil settled flat as investors continued to doubt whether OPEC and its allies’ global pact to curb production would stem the glut in supply amid rising U.S. output. Oilfield services firm Baker Hughes reported that the
number of U.S. oil drilling rigs in operation rose by 6 to 747 in the week to June 16, stoking fears that the rising U.S. production could derail OPEC’s efforts to reduce global inventories to the five-year average. The Baker
Hughes report came after a duo of inventory updates from both OPEC and the International Energy Agency earlier in the week, showing that production remained elevated while stockpiles continued to swell. OPEC said that
output from the group rose by 336,000 barrels per day in May to 32.14m barrels per day while the International Energy Agency said it expects production to grow by 700,000 bpd this year. In May, OPEC and non-OPEC
members agreed to extend production cuts for a period of nine months until March, but stuck to production cuts of 1.8 million bpd agreed in November last year. In the United States, which is not participating in any deal to
hold back production, oil output has risen more than 10 percent over the past year to 9.3 million bpd, and the Energy Information Administration (EIA) expects that figure to rise above 10 million bpd in 2018. In a sign of the
continuing supply overhang, traders are again hiring oil tankers to store unsold crude while they wait for higher prices. Technically market is under short covering as market has witnessed drop in open interest by -8.31% to
settled at 19665 while prices up 2 rupees, now Crudeoil is getting support at 2867 and below same could see a test of 2855 level, And resistance is now likely to be seen at 2895, a move above could see prices testing 2911.

MCX Copper Jun 2017 TRADING IDEA

OPEN 367.1 SUP-2 362.2 Copper trading range for the day is 362.2-369.6.
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CLOSE 365.5 RES-1 367.5

% CNG -0.44 RES-2 369.6
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Copper on MCX settled down -0.44% at 365.45 as markets priced in a higher U.S. interest rate environment that would support the dollar. China’s housing market is cooling down following a series of restrictive policy, and
such condition is expected to be continuing during the rest of the year. Data showed China's economy generally remained on a solid footing in May, but tighter monetary policy, a cooling housing market and slowing
investment reinforced views that it will gradually lose momentum in the coming months. China's production of copper rose 6.8 percent to 727,000 tonnes in May, while the output of steelmaking ingredient iron ore increased
3.8 percent from a year ago, according to the National Statistics Bureau. China’s copper cathode output was 3.586 million tonnes in the first five months of this year, a rise of 7.2% year-on-year. Copper imports grew sharply
in May along with concentrated arrivals of shipments, but it is now the final stage of peak-demand season, with demand support waning. Imports of copper concentrate via the Port of Fangchenggang valued at 9.5 billion
yuan during the first five months of 2017, up by one-fold on a yearly basis. The surge was due mainly to following three factors. First, domestic large copper producers have made breakthrough in overseas ore mining
projects. Second, Jinchuan Group’s project in Fangchenggang poses big demand for copper ore. Third, the optimization of customs service facilities imports. Technically market is under fresh selling as market has witnessed
gain in open interest by 3.94% to settled at 16285 while prices down -1.6 rupees, now Copper is getting support at 363.8 and below same could see a test of 362.2 level, And resistance is now likely to be seen at 367.5, a
move above could see prices testing 369.6.

BUY COPPER JUN 2017 @ 364.00 SL 361.00 TGT 367.50-370.00.MCX

Copper imports grew sharply in May along with concentrated arrivals of shipments, but it 
is now the final stage of peak-demand season.

China's production of copper rose 6.8 percent to 727,000 tonnes in May, according to the 
National Statistics Bureau.

Copper prices ended with losses as markets priced in a higher U.S. interest rate 
environment that would support the dollar. 



TRADING IDEA

OPEN 163.0 SUP-2 160.5 Zinc trading range for the day is 160.5-164.5.

HIGH 163.7 SUP-1 161.4

LOW 161.6 P.P. 162.5

MCX Zinc Jun 2017

SUP-2 570.7 Nickel trading range for the day is 570.7-580.7.

CLOSE 162.3 RES-1 163.4 National Bureau of Statistics (NBS) data showed China’s zinc output fell 9.9% on a yearly 
basis to 481,000 tonnes in May.

% CNG 0.22 RES-2 164.5 BUY ZINC JUN 2017 @ 160.00 SL 159.00 TGT 161.50-164.00.MCX
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CLOSE 574.7 RES-1 577.7

% CNG 0.23 RES-2 580.7
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Nickel on MCX settled up 0.23% at 574.7 as support seen after LME Nickel rose 1.2 percent to $8,960 amid rise in steel prices. Nickel prices touched its lowest since June 2016 but is set to end the week barely changed.
Chinese steel futures rose sharply for a third straight session, supported by government efforts to tackle a glut, even as the outlook for demand in the world's top steel consumer may not be too promising, particularly from
its property sector. China’s housing market is cooling down following a series of restrictive policy, and such condition is expected to be continuing during the rest of the year. Data showed China's economy generally remained
on a solid footing in May, but tighter monetary policy, a cooling housing market and slowing investment reinforced views that it will gradually lose momentum in the coming months. The number of Americans filing for
unemployment benefits fell more than expected last week, pointing to shrinking labour market slack that could allow the Fed to raise interest rates again this year despite moderate inflation growth. The Federal Reserve
raised interest rates for the second time in three months and said it would begin cutting its holdings of bonds and other securities this year, signaling its confidence in a growing U.S. economy and strengthening job market.
Euro zone industrial output grew in April and employment rose in the first quarter of the year to reach a record high, on Wednesday showed, in fresh signs of healthy growth of the bloc's economy. Technically now Nickel is
getting support at 572.7 and below same could see a test of 570.7 level, And resistance is now likely to be seen at 577.7, a move above could see prices testing 580.7.

BUY NICKEL JUN 2017 @ 570.00 SL 565.00 TGT 578.00-585.00.MCX

Euro zone industrial output grew in April and employment rose in the first quarter of the 
year to reach a record high, data released showed.

China’s housing market is cooling down following a series of restrictive policy, and such 
condition is expected to be continuing during the rest of the year.

Nickel prices gained as support seen after LME Nickel rose 1.2 percent to $8,960 amid rise 
in steel prices.

ILZSG reported deficit in global zinc market expanded to 92,400 tonnes in April 2017. 

Zinc gained tracking rise in LME prices up by 0.8 percent at $2,525 a tonne as steel prices 
lent support.

HIGH 578.7 SUP-1 572.7

LOW 573.7 P.P. 575.7

Zinc on MCX settled up 0.22% at 162.3 tracking rise in LME prices up by 0.8 percent at $2,525 a tonne as steel prices lent support, helping it to recoup most of the week's losses. Some Chinese zinc smelters will undertake
maintenance cycle in June, and will hurt zinc production. About 15,000 tonnes of zinc output will be affected after maintenance at these smelters. Some zinc smelters that conducted maintenance in May have yet to resume
production. Growth in China’s refined zinc output will be lower than expected in June. ILZSG reported Wednesday deficit in global zinc market expanded to 92,400 tonnes in April 2017. Supply in March is revised to 72,700
tonnes deficit. Global zinc supply deficit was 112,000 tonnes during January-April, compared to 20,000 deficit in the same period of last year. Global zinc ore output increased to 4,269,000 tonnes during January-April, up 7%
year-on-year. Zinc inventories at consumers, producers and bourses fell to 1,260,400 tonnes in April, down from 1,355,100 tonnes in March, ILZSG said. National Bureau of Statistics (NBS) data showed China’s zinc output
fell 9.9% on a yearly basis to 481,000 tonnes in May. China’s zinc output was 2.439 million tonnes in the first five months of this year, a drop of 1.7% year-on-year. Technically market is under short covering as market has
witnessed drop in open interest by -1.91% to settled at 4221 while prices up 0.35 rupees, now Zinc is getting support at 161.4 and below same could see a test of 160.5 level, And resistance is now likely to be seen at 163.4,
a move above could see prices testing 164.5.

MCX Nickel Jun 2017 TRADING IDEA

OPEN 574.0



TRADING IDEA

OPEN 18730 SUP-2 18480 Jeera trading range for the day is 18480-19320.

HIGH 19080 SUP-1 18720

LOW 18660 P.P. 18900

NCDEX Jeera Jul 2017

18965 RES-1 19140 NCDEX accredited warehouses jeera stocks dropped by 9 tonnes to 1238 tonnes.

% CNG 1.31 RES-2 19320 BUY JEERA JUL 2017 @ 18600 SL 18400 TGT 18780-18950.NCDEX
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CLOSE 5772 RES-1 5806

% CNG 1.37 RES-2 5838 BUY TURMERIC JUL 2017 @ 5700 SL 5600 TGT 5840-5950.NCDEX

NCDEX accredited warehouses turmeric stocks gained by 10 tonnes to 6618 tonnes.
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Turmeric on NCDEX settled up 1.37% at 5772 as the physical demand is rising and market arrivals are diminishing. Better crop prospects in view of normal monsoon rains may continue to put pressure on prices. Andhra
Pradesh government projected 2016-17 turmeric crops at 155,000 ton up from 121,000 ton in the previous year. According to traders, 2016-17 output is seen at 7.5 million bags of 70 kg each and with over stock of nearly 3
million bags total availability is expected around 10.5 million bags. As against this, domestic demand is estimated at 5.5 million bags and export at 2.2 million bags. Country exported 97,596 ton turmeric during April-Feb up
26.6% compared to last year exports of 77,087 ton. At Warangal market sources reported arrivals at 4000 bags, up by 4000 bags from previous trading day. The price of the hybrid turmeric increased. At the Erode Turmeric
Merchants Association Sales yard, finger turmeric sold at Rs. 5,455 to Rs. 7,259 a quintal, root variety sold at Rs. 5,222 to Rs. 6,341 a quintal. At the Regulated Marketing Committee, finger turmeric sold at Rs. 6,299 to Rs.
7,214 a quintal, root variety sold at Rs. 5,399 to Rs. 6,361 a quintal. Technically market is under short covering as market has witnessed drop in open interest by -0.68% to settled at 15360 while prices up 78 rupees, now
Turmeric is getting support at 5721 and below same could see a test of 5669 level, And resistance is now likely to be seen at 5805, a move above could see prices testing 5837.

Andhra Pradesh government projected 2016-17 turmeric crops at 155,000 ton up from 
121,000 ton in the previous year.

Turmeric prices ended with gains as the physical demand is rising and market arrivals are 
diminishing.

There is good physical and exports demand while the stocks in the Exchange warehouse 
are diminishing.

Jeera prices ended with gains on anticipation of good physical demand.

HIGH 5786 SUP-1 5722

LOW 5702 P.P. 5754

Jeera on NCDEX settled up 1.31% at 18965 on anticipation of good physical demand. Lower stocks in the production centers due to declined production and low carryover stocks also supported prices. However, good
monsoon forecasts this year and current limited demand scenario in the market limited the upside. The jeera arrival in May is lower this year compared to last year. As per data, about 10,688 tonnes of jeera arrived in May
2017 compared to 14,302 May last year. On the export front, country the exports increase by 26% to 1.24 lt in 2016/17 as per the data release by Dept of commerce, GOI. Sources estimate India’s jeera crop output will be
around 2.5 lakh tonnes, lower than the 3.75 to 5 lakh-tonne estimated. Even at the lower crop estimate, jeera exports are projected to range between 100,000-150,000 tonnes, for the year. Exports will happen in spite of
higher prices because there is no supplier of jeera available globally. Syria has a significant share at 30,000-40,000 tonnes, while Turkey is very small at 10,000 tonnes. The carryover stock has dipped to about 2 lakh bags
(each of 55 kg) as against the normal 20-25 lakh bags, thereby reducing the availability even as the demand for exports and domestic consumption remains firm, sources said. Technically market is under short covering as
market has witnessed drop in open interest by -0.83% to settled at 12828 while prices up 245 rupees, now Jeera is getting support at 18723 and below same could see a test of 18482 level, And resistance is now likely to be
seen at 19143, a move above could see prices testing 19322.

NCDEX Turmeric Jul 2017 TRADING IDEA

OPEN 5712 SUP-2 5670 Turmeric trading range for the day is 5670-5838.

CLOSE



TRADING IDEA

OPEN 935.7 SUP-2 912.1 Menthaoil trading range for the day is 912.1-941.1.

HIGH 935.7 SUP-1 917.5

LOW 921.2 P.P. 926.6

MCX Menthaoil Jun 2017

LEAD

135.4

CLOSE 922.8 RES-1 932.0

% CNG -0.53 RES-2 941.1

365.45 162.3 574.7 120.25

COMMODITIES GOLD SILVER CRUDE NAT.GAS COPPER ZINC NICKEL ALUMINUM

28767 38730 2895 198.2

CLOSE 28690 38481 2879 195.9

367.5 163.4 577.7 120.9
162.5 575.7 120.5

RESISTANCE
28891 39130 2923 201.7 371.2 165.4 582.7 121.9
28845 38980 2911 200.4 369.6 164.5 580.7 121.5

P. POINT 28721 38580 2883 196.9 365.9

28519 37930 2839 191.2 360.1
SUPPORT 28597 38180 2855 193.4 362.2 570.7 119.5

28643 38330 2867 194.7 363.8

OI 4679 16328 19665 4809 16285 4221 40908 2468
159.4 567.7 118.9

161.4 572.7 119.9
160.5

Negative Negative

SPREAD 161 549 26.00 2.30 4.15 0.60 5.70

TREND Negative Negative Positive Negative Negative Positive Positive

0.45
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DAILY MARKET LEVEL FOR METAL AND ENERGY

Soyabean ended with gains tracking firmness in spot demand despite of forecast of rains in soybean growing area of Maharashtra and Madhya Pradesh in coming week. Prices also seen supported on expectation that the
Minimum Support Prices (MSP) for soybean may increase by Rs 175 per quintal to Rs 2,950 and lower supplies in the physical market. Soybean traders in Madhya Pradesh, the biggest bean growing state, called off their over
a fortnight-long strike after promises from Chief Minister Shivraj Chouhan of not filing criminal cases traders buying farm products below Minimum Support Price or MSP. Earlier, traders had announced indefinite strike after
Madhya Pradesh Chief Minister Chouhan's announced plans to file criminal cases against traders not paying MSP to farmers. The USDA rated soybean crop as 66 percent good-to-excellent, compared with forecasts for 69
percent. U.S. corn was at 67 percent good-to-excellent, matching forecasts. The National Oilseed Processors Association's May soybean crush was forecast to fall 6 percent below the 2016 level, with U.S. processors slowing
their pace amid abundant South American supplies. US soybean planting is 92% complete as which is up from 91% in the corresponding period last year and also up from 5 year average of 87%. Soybean emergence is
reported at 77% which is at par with the corresponding period last year and also up from 5 year average of 73%. Technically market is under short covering as market has witnessed drop in open interest by -0.52% to
settled at 89960, now Soyabean is getting support at 2775 and below same could see a test of 2750 level, And resistance is now likely to be seen at 2821, a move above could see prices testing 2842.

SELL MENTHAOIL JUN 2017 @ 928.00 SL 936.00 TGT 922.00-915.00.MCX

About 100-120 drums in Sambhal and 70 drums in Chandausi (per day) of mentha oil 
have been arriving.

Mentha oil prices fall as arrivals of the new crop, have started in the key wholesale 
markets of Sambhal and Chandausi in Uttar Pradesh.

Mentha oil spot at Sambhal closed at 1035.40 per 1kg. Spot prices was down by Rs.-7.30/-
.

137.8
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136.2

133.0
133.8
134.6

1929

135.4



5:30pm USD 0 0
8:30pm EUR 0 0

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

TIME ZONE ECONOMICAL DATA EXP

8

Euro zone industrial output grew in April and employment rose in the first quarter of the year to reach
a record high, data released on Wednesday showed, in fresh signs of healthy growth of the bloc's
economy. The European Union's statistics office Eurostat said industrial production in the 19-country
single currency bloc rose by 0.5 percent from March, in line with market expectations. Year-on-year
output in April output went up 1.4 percent, slightly higher than market forecasts of a 1.3 percent rise.
The solid increase of industrial output was compounded by upwardly revised figures for March when
production rose 0.2 percent on the month, and 2.2 percent on the year. Eurostat had previously
estimated a 0.1 percent drop on the month in March and a 1.9 percent rise on the year. In a separate
release, Eurostat said employment in the euro zone in the first quarter grew by 0.4 percent on the
quarter and by 1.5 percent on the year. In absolute terms, 154.8 million people were employed in the
euro zone in the first quarter, the highest number ever recorded and surpassing the previous peak in
the first quarter of 2008, Eurostat said.

The Bank of Japan kept monetary policy steady and upgraded its assessment of private consumption
and overseas growth, signaling its confidence that an export-driven economic recovery was
broadening and gaining momentum. But Governor Haruhiko Kuroda is likely to reassure markets the
BOJ will still lag well behind the Federal Reserve in dialing back its massive stimulus program, with
inflation far from reaching the BOJ's 2 percent target, say sources familiar with its thinking. "Private
consumption has shown increased resilience against a background of steady improvement in the
employment and income situation," the BOJ said in a statement announcing the policy decision.
Friday's statement took a more upbeat view than that of the previous meeting in April, when the BOJ
said consumption was "resilient". As widely expected, the BOJ maintained its pledge to guide short-
term interest rates at minus 0.1 percent and the 10-year government bond yield around zero under
its yield curve control (YCC) policy. It also left unchanged a loose pledge to keep increasing its bond
holdings at an annual pace of 80 trillion yen ($729.33 billion). 

Monthly import of refined edible oil surged last month, to 2,94,409 tonnes, about 22 per cent of the
overall import of 1.03 million tonnes. After a high of 245,554 tonnes in December 2016, refined oil
import fell to 196,623 tonnes in January, 20-21 per cent of the entire import of edible oil. “Refined
edible oil (refined, bleached and diodised or RBD) import into India started increasing thereafter,
following export duty levy by the governments of Indonesia and Malaysia, which made import of
crude palm oil (CPO) costlier than refined oil,” said B V Mehta, executive director of the Solvent
Extractors' Association of India. To promote local processing industry, the two governments had
levied an export duty of four per cent on RBD and 12 per cent on CPO. With this, the duty differential
of 7.5 per cent into India got nullified, making the import of RBD into India eventually cheaper than
CPO. The industry, therefore, has urged the government to keep the duty differential between RBD
and CPO at a minimum of 15 per cent, to promote edible oil processing in India. India imports a little
over 14 million tonnes annually, 55 per cent of the country’s total consumption. CPO is a large part of
the import. The edible oil processing industry has urged the government to raise import duty on CPO
to 20 per cent and RBD to 35 per cent, from the existing 7.5 per cent and 15 per cent, respectively.

China slashed its 2017/18 corn output forecast to the lowest level in four years after drought and hail
hit planting in the northeastern region of one of the world's top producers, spurring a rally in futures
prices. In its monthly crop report, the agriculture ministry said it expects 2017/18 corn output of
211.65 million tonnes, down 0.7 percent from last month's forecast and 3.6 percent lower than last
year. The figure in June's Chinese Agricultural Supply and Demand Estimates (CASDE) would make it
the smallest crop since 2013, according to the China National Grain and Oils Information Center think
tank. Farmers in parts of China's northeast corn belt regions switched to soybeans and substitute
grains after drought made it hard to plant corn, leading to a drop in corn acreage, the CASDE report
said. Corn output was also hit by hail in the country's northern Hebei and central Henan provinces,
where heavy rains and wind damaged young crops, the report said. Weather has also affected crops
in the United States, where spot corn futures hit a near one-year high last week on forecasts for
potentially stressful crop weather in the Midwest.
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FOMC Member Dudley Speaks
Annual growth in China's real estate investment slowed in May, the first fall-off in three months, as
government curbs cooled an overheated market and undermined investment, taking a toll on new
developments. Worries over the potential bursting of price bubbles in China's biggest cities have led
to a flurry of government cooling measures in recent months as buyer demand appeared to be more
resilient than expected. The growth rate of new construction starts measured by floor area, a telling
indicator of developer confidence and correspondingly volatile, almost halved to 5.2 percent in May
from April's 10.1 percent on a yearly basis, suggesting a sharp slowdown in the commencement of
new projects, a calculation showed. Meanwhile growth in property investment, which mainly focuses
on residential real estate but also includes commercial and office space, eased to 7.2 percent in May
from a year earlier, versus 9.6 percent in April, Reuters calculated from the National Bureau of
Statistics' data. Investors, banned from the hottest markets, are increasingly looking inland, driving
up prices in more remote, smaller cities with fewer buying restrictions, leading to a surprise pick-up in
May sales. The area of property sold grew 10.2 percent in May, compared with a 7.7 percent increase
in April, reflecting a quickening in destocking of existing homes in smaller cities, a calculation showed.
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